Conference Party
Date: 19 September 2019
Time: 19:00 – 22:00
Place: Café “Austerya Urshula”, Engels str., 7, back entrance of the National Academic Yanka
Kupala Theater
Tickets will be required to enter. You will receive them at the registration desk.

About “Austerya Urshula”
“Austerya Urshula” is a cozy cafe located in the "National Academic Yanka Kupala Theater”.
The café got its name in honor of the daughter of the Nesvizh prince Radziwill, who founded
theatrical art in Belarus. One of the features of the cafe's decor is the Urshul doll and engravings
with historical motifs. Cafe “Austerya Urshula” is chosen for delicious cuisine, traditional
Lithuanian, Belarusian, as well as famous Radziwill dishes), a relaxed atmosphere, a summer
terrace overlooking the old park and affordable prices.

Atmosphere
The interior of the café “Austerya Urshula” is made in the classical style. The design has a calm
beige and brown palette, Viennese chairs and tables with premium textiles, the emphasis is on
engravings on the walls of the cafe. Of course, the attention is attracted by a vintage piano and
Urshul's doll. The atmosphere is cozy and relaxed. In warmer months, guests can sit on the
summer terrace overlooking Alexandrovsky Square.

Cuisine
The menu for the cafe “Austerya Urshula” was specially designed by the Lithuanian chef. Here
you can try traditional dishes of Lithuanian, Belarusian and Russian cuisines. Among the
company proposals, it is worth noting baked pork ears, a bull’s heart with vegetables, a warm
salad with goat cheese, a Lithuanian salad, a pig’s salad, veal tartare and much more. A special
place in the menu is occupied by a dessert card of our own production and a large coffee card.
The choice of alcohol is also great, the emphasis is on wines from Spain, France, Italy, Australia,
Georgia and other countries.

“Austerya Urshula” is a theatrical story that you can taste.

How to get there
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/%D0%A4%D1%96%D0%B7%D1%96%D1%87%D0%BD
%D1%8B+%D1%84%D0%B0%D0%BA%D1%83%D0%BB%D1%8C%D1%82%D1%8D%D1%82+
%D0%91%D0%94%D0%A3/%D0%90%D1%83%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B8%D1
%8F+%D0%A3%D1%80%D1%88%D1%83%D0%BB%D1%8F/@53.8964155,27.5459749,16z/data=!
4m29!4m28!1m20!1m1!1s0x46dbcfe73e682c73:0x540b10e609b1d996!2m2!1d27.5447402!
2d53.8928858!3m4!1m2!1d27.5442054!2d53.8927816!3s0x46dbcfe73bf48c7f:0x49b2a88d2e321748!
3m4!1m2!1d27.5458002!2d53.8940397!3s0x46dbcfe711a7b4ad:0x54dae8d0491725f1!3m4!1m2!
1d27.5576848!2d53.8999217!3s0x46dbcfc21e337eb3:0x5a5eead7fbbb9478!1m5!1m1!
1s0x46dbcfc105842cd7:0x8568381a1e9971d5!2m2!1d27.5627634!2d53.9010702!3e2

